A solution to a stochastic partial differential equation (in the Stratonovitch form) is an almost sure limit of solutions to a sequence of approximated equations (with Brownian path w(t) being replaced by a piecewise smooth path w,(t) approximating w(t)). This is achieved by employing a generalized Feynman-Kac formula of Pardoux and Rozovskii and proving the corresponding result for ordinary stochastic differential equations. Parabolic and hyperbolic (degenerate parabolic) evolution equations are studied.
Introduction
Approximation questions for stochastic partial differential equations have recently received quite a big attention from many mathematicians. Various types of the approximations have been studied by many different methods. Let us mention a few of them. First, there is a series of papers by Gy6ngy, see Gy6ngy (1989a, b) . The author considers the approximation problem in a general framework of monotone stochastic partial differential equation, studied earlier by Pardoux (1975 Pardoux ( , 1979 and Krylov and Rozovskii (1979) , see also Rozovskii (1983) . Next, let us mention some papers by Pardoux and his collaborators, see Pardoux (1985) and Bouc and Pardoux (1984) . However, the detailed problems treated by those authors are of completely different nature. Finally, let us mention the monograph by Kunita (1990) , where the method of "stochastic characteristics" is used with applications to hyperbolic equations.
The present authors have studied some approximation problems (Brze~niak et al. 1988 (Brze~niak et al. , 1990 . In the former one, using a variational framework of Lions and Magenes (1972) , the results of Sussman (1978) and Doss (1977) were extended to general evolutional equations in Hilbert spaces (see also Da Prato (1983) ). The restriction of that approach was one-dimensional Brownian motion (or some cummutativity assumptions on operators). On the other hand there were no restrictions on the type of approximation of the Wiener process and the convergence of solutions was almost sure. Applications to stochastic partial differential equations in bounded domains were also given. In Brze~niak et al. (1990) in order to overcome the above mentioned difficulty, a different method was employed. It was the Feynman-Kac formula of Pardoux (1979) and Rozovskii (1983) (extended by the authors to bounded domains). Next, extending the results of Nakao and Yamato, the authors were able to treat general parabolic stochastic differential equation in bounded (and unbounded) domains of finite dimensional Euclidean space ~a. The drawback of that method is that some restrictions on the type of approximations (i.e. piecewise linear) of the Wiener process have been imposed. Let us also mention two recent papers by Twardowska (1991 Twardowska ( , 1992 , where the author studies (in particular) related problems for stochastic delay equations.
Let us conclude this somehow historical part by observing that the method of "stochastic characteristics" used by Kunita is nothing else but the use of Feynman-Kac formula. However the results in Brzo.niak et al. (1990) and Kunita (1990) are incomparable; the latter reference is certainly in some sense more complete.
In the present paper we continue the line of research from Brze~niak et al. (1990) . We try to strengthen the results from the former one to get almost sure convergence of the solutions of the approximated equations to the solution to the exact one. The forms of the equations and the type of approximations are the same as in Brze~niak et al. (1990) . In the latter paper, only convergence of second moments was established. Here we strengthen the estimates on the rate of convergence of solutions to some auxiliary ordinary differential equations, which allows us to infer the almost sure convergence of them and finally get the desired results for solutions to stochastic partial differential equations. Let us underline the fact that the almost sure convergence is proved here for the first time (except the paper by Brzo~niak et al. (1988) , where however only one-dimensional Wiener process is considered) and to our knowledge has not been studied before by the other authors mentioned.
Finally, we remark that the extension of the results of the present paper to the case of stochastic partial differential equations in bounded domains with boundary conditions is not trivial and requires a detailed analysis near the boundary that constitutes at present an open problem for the authors.
The main results
In this section we shall describe and state the main theorems that will be proved later on.
We start with assumptions. Let w = (w 1 ..... w k) be a k-dimensional Brownian motion defined on a complete probability space (f21, ,~1, PI). We assume T to be a fixed positive number. For any n ~ ~ let n, be a partition of the interval [0, T ], 0 = t~ < t] < ,.. < t"ut,) = T. We assume the following property of the sequence {ft,}. There exist constants cl, c2 > 0 such that meshn,:= max ITS,-t~,-ll < q/n, (2.1)
For a fixed partition rtn we consider the following piecewise linear approximation of w(t):
In order to be able to introduce the Feynman-Kac formula we need an auxiliary Wiener process ff(t)= (fit(t), ...,fa(t)) defined on a complete probability space (t22, E2, P2). We put f2 = f21 x t22, P = P1 ® P2, S -the completion of ~1 (~ $2 with respect to P. In this way (w(t), fv(t) ) is a (k + d)-dimensional Brownian motion on (f2,2~,P). IF~ is the integral over 12~ with respect to P, i.e. the expectation on (f2i, 4, P~) while F denotes the expectation on (t2, ~-, P). We shall also need a time reversed Rk-valued Brownian motion on (f21,2fl, P):
If also

¢~,(t):= w,(T ) -w~(T -t), O < t < T,
then ~, is a piecewise linear approximation of ~ with nodes at z7 = T -tTvt,~-~,
We see immediately that (ff(t),f(t)), 0 < t < T, is also a (k + d)-dimensional Brownian motion on (t2, 27, P).
We consider the following sequence of ordinary stochastic differential equations in Rd:
where0<s<t_<T,x•N dand
We assume the matrix tr(x) to be symmetric (this assumptions can be easily removed) and put
Now we shall list the main assumptions and notation. Nd, ~(N k, Nd) ) and e • c~ (Nd, Nd);
We will be mainly concerned with the following stochastic evolution problem:
and its following approximation problem:
where s¢ and B j are, respectively, second-order and first-order differential operators given by
and sJ is a second-order one defined as
Note that sfu = du + ~Y~j=~ (BJ)2u for u e~f~°(Ra).
The following is a special case of a result proved in Brzekniak et al. (1990) (see also Pardoux (1975 Pardoux ( , 1979 , Rozovskii (1983) and Da Prato (1983) (1) For almost all o91 ~ 01, there exists the unique solution u, ~ L2(0, T; Hl(ff~a))n ~(0, T; L2(•a)) to the problem (2.6). Moreover, u,(t,x) is of off 2 class with respect to x eRdfor t > 0 and of~g 1 class with respect to t > O for x eR a. The followin9 representation formula holds: With arguments similar to those of the previous references (see also Pardoux (1985) ) one can show, without assuming (A4), that if u, (resp. u) is a sufficiently regular solution of equation (2.6) (resp. (2.5)), then the representation formula (2.10) (resp. (2.11)) holds true. This justifies the following definition. Definition 2.2. Under the assumptions (A1)-(A3), if uoeL2(Rd), we say that the functions u, and u defined by (2.10) and (2.11) are (generalized) solutions to Eq. (2.6) and (2.5), respectively. Remark 2.3. A result related to Theorem 2.1 result holds when the Euclidean space ~d is replaced by a bounded domain D c ~d with smooth boundary OD, see Brze~niak et al. (1990) . In that case the right-hand sides of formulae (2.10) and (2.11) should be supplemented by a factor (under the expectation sign E) l{~T-,(s,x) eO, T_t<_s<_T} or 11~ '(s,x) eD, T-t<_s<TI, respectively. The Sobolev space H ~(R a) is to be replaced by H~(D) . Our main result, Theorem 2.9 is proved in the case of Euclidean space Rd. This also remains valid for appropriate problems on a compact manifold (without boundary). As mentioned in the Introduction, the case of bounded domain D and manifolds with boundaries requires some additional study and is still open.
The main auxiliary result is the following. 
where for n = oo we put ~o~ = ~.
(2.12) (2.13)
The main content of this paper is the proof of Theorem 2.3 which is given in Sections 3-5. We shall also need the following slight extension of Kolmogorov continuity theorem. there exists C > 0 such that The proof of Theorem 2.6 is a direct application of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 with A = {(s, t): 0 < s _< t < T } x R d and p large enough. Remark 2.7. A special case of Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 (when the matrix a = 0) was treated previously by Bismut (1981) and Moulinier (1988) . In Bismut (1981) it is shown a counterpart of Theorem 2.4, while in Moulinier (1988) a counterpart of Theorem 2.6 is proved. However, in the latter paper the proof is much more complicated, an extension of the sequence ~.(t, x), ~°(t, x) into a field {~(t, x)}~to ' 11 is introduced and then the additional estimate of the type El ~,(t,x) -~,(t,x)[ 2p _< fie -e'l v-1 is shown to hold. From that, by applying Kolmogorov Theorem, the author deduces that ~,(t, x)~ ~(t, x) as e ~ 0, locally uniformly in (t, x), almost surely. Therefore, in this case the result of Moulinier (1988) is stronger than ours. Nevertheless, from our simple method, essentially Lemma 3.1 below, we may deduce that ~,(t,x)~ ~(t,x) locally uniformly in (t,x), almost surely, directly from Bismut (1981) . Therefore the crux of the matter lies in Lemma 3.1, which despite its simplicity proves to be very useful.
Remark 2.8. Ifd = 0, i.e. A is a finite set, the conditions in Theorem 2.5 are too strong. Indeed, if for example #A = 1 then (i) is of unimportance, while (ii) implies (in particular) that 62 > 1 and so 1
~IX, -X~I~ <-CY,-~-~ < ~.
Therefore IX, -X~ I ~ --* 0 almost surely without applying Lemma 3.1. Thus, one may ask whether for d > 1, condition (ii) can be weakened. For example we can only assume that 2~2 > ~ + 1. See also Remark 3.2. and a random field (2.16)
such that the following holds:
(1) for each Uo eCgo(Na)c3 LE(Nd), the function u:= u//(u0,. ) is a solution to problem (2.5), 
Here (and everywhere else in this paper) ffb(~ d) denotes the Banach space of bounded and uniformly continuous functions on •a while Cgo(Ra) denotes a closed subspace of the former one consisting of functions that in addition vanish at infinity.
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Define ~"(Uo)(t):= u"(t) by formula (2.10) and q/(Uo)(t):= u(t) by (2.11) with ~,, ~ being replaced by ~n and ~ given by Theorem 2.6. Theorem 2.1 implies that q/", q/are well defined. Since the function Uo is uniformly continuous on R e, by applying Theorem 2.6(ii) we easily get the desired convergence result. [] Remark 2.10. Let us note that similar results hold also in the case when the Euclidean space ~d is replaced by a compact manifold M (without boundary). This should be clear from the proof given below. The case when the operator ~q¢ or the operators B j contain zero-order terms should be treated in a similar way. In particular, Theorem 2.1 holds true in that case (with some appropriate changes, see for example Flandoli and Schauml6ffel (1990) . However, technical difficulties related to convergence as in Theorem 2.6 go beyond the scope of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 2.5
We shall use the following lemma. and so 2//< 1, i.e.//< ½ = ½~.
Proof of Theorem 2.4
In this section (and the following as well) for simplicity of exposition we assume that the coefficients ei = 0, i = 1, ..., d. The general case represents no additional difficulties. Let us fix T > 0 and p e [1, ~). It is sufficient to show that there exists a positive constant C = C(T,p) > 0 such that for all n e N, 0 _< s, sl,s2 <_ t, z <_ T, x,y ~ ~a the following seven inequalities hold
First let us observe that the inequalities (4.3), (4.6) and (4.4) are classical and well known, see Kunita (1984) for example. Concerning the inequality (4.7) ( -(2.12)) we note that in Brze~niak (1990) the case 2p = 2 is treated and it is shown that ~:[~(t,x)-~s(t,x)[2 ~ 0. Here we treat a general p, and we obtain a quantitative estimate of the rate of convergence. Finally we remark that the proof of (4.2) can be obtained by a simple adaptation of the proof of (4.1) and of Section 4.6 in Kunita (1990) . In conclusion, we have to prove inequalities (4.1), (4.5) and (4.7). The proofs of (4.1), (4.5) are given in this section, while (4.7) is proved separately in the next section.
In what follows we shall need some notation.
If s e [0, T ] and z~ ..... z 7vtn) are ordered in the following way:
then we put Moreover we have t ~_ < t _ t~_. Finally, denote by in(t) the index from {0, 1 .... , M(n)} such that ti.,~ = t~-.
We start with a simple lemma that could be proved by applying Schwarz inequality. 
+ 2pL
~_2 [Z,(u)[2pl(~.(u) ldu , r"_ <_r<_r"+, 
U++
Observe (and this fact will be used later on quite often), that u"++ -u£~_ < 1. (4.15)
By Jensen inequality we easily have In order to deal with Ii, i = 3, 4, we first need only HSlder inequality, but later on, the matter becomes more subtle. We have ~-2 s<_u<_tsup [I3(s, u)12p<_L2p~_2I;[Z. (r)ll(n(r) 
ll~n(r)[dr]2P
L2p(t --s)2p-1 fl IFz[lZ"(r)12r(l("(r) [ [ ~"(r)l)EP] dr' < ; 1:2 sup II, (s,u) 
Hence it is enough to estimate 13, since/4 can be estimated exactly as/2 has been. Since k, ~ are independent Wiener processes we infer that In order to derive the last inequality we have used the facts that Z.
(r"_) is independent of ~.(r) for r e(r"_-,r"+) and Z.(r"_) = x -y for r e(~o,S]).
To estimate the first factor on the RHS of (4.17) we use Lemma 4.1 and inequality (4.15). We have 
~1 [1 ("(r)12P [ ~,.(r)12P eC41ff(r"+)-~,(r ~_ _)1] < (rn+ _ rn _)_2P~Zl(lyl4PeC4M) < (r]---r"_ _)2p c~,, -,"__) ~5,
< CsF_IZ.(r"_)I 2p
(compare the above with the reasoning allowing us to obtain (4.18)).
In order to deal with Is let us notice that in this case we can apply Burkholder inequality (with respect to F~) to the process 
qJ(s,t) < M {Ix -yl2P + fl q~(s,r)dr }, O <_ s < t < T.
By applying Gronwall inequality we complete the proof of (4.1). 
Proof of inequality (4.5)
Let us fix s _< z _< T. For t e (z, T ) we have y(~, t ):= ~(t, x) -~(~, x)
= fl a(~.(r,x))d~(r)+ fl b(~"(r'x))¢u"(r)dr = Jx(z,t) + J2(z,t).
In view of Burkholder inequality and boundedness of a sup l J1 ('c, u) 2p <_ Cp(t --r) p it ~_]a(~(r, X))12p dr < C6(t --T) p. (4.24) E z<<u<~t
Jr
Concerning J2 we proceed as in the preceding proof, i.e. we first transform J2(r, t) into
J2(z,t)=fi(b'.a)(C,(r,x))("(r)d~'(r)+fi(b'.b)(~7,(r,x))f"(r)~,(r)dr
1
+ ~ f; (b".tr2)(~,(r,x))~"(r)dr + ; b(~(r"-,x))~,(r)dr. (4.25)
Applying Burkholder inequality to the 1st and 4th terms and H61der to the remaining ones and then using the same type of estimates as in the proof of (4.1) we finally find that there exists a constant C7 > 0, independent of n, ~, t such that I: IJ2('r,t)l 2p < Grit -zl p, which concludes the proof of inequality (4.5).
Proof of inequality (4.7)
This section is devoted to the proof of inequality (4.7). Namely we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. For any fixed s e [0, T ) and x e ~ d let ¢s( t, x) and ~,( t, x) t e [ s, T ] be the solutions of(2.3) and (2.4), respectively. Then, for any T > 0 and p e [1, oo) there exists a constant C = C(T,p) > 0 such that C ~: sup [~,(t,x)-~s(t,x)12P <n-y~_ t, ne~, se[0, T], xeR d, (5.1)
te [s, T] where I'l denotes the Euclidean (or any other) norm in R a.
The proof follows the lines of Brze~niak et al. (1990) , which in turn was based on Nakao and Yamato (1978) and Ikeda and Watanabe (1981) . The two novelties of Brze~niak et al. (1990) with respect to Nakao and Yamato (1978) were: (i) the Brownian motion ff which is not approximated, (ii) The initial time s which in general is not a node of the approximation.
The novelty of the present paper with respect to Brze~niak et al. (1990) is (iii) we get a rate of convergence. So, our main improvement with respect to Brze2niak et al. (1990) is that while in Breze~niak et al. (1990) we showed only that E suptEis, rjl¢~(t, x) -¢s(t, x)l 2 -~ O, as n --, oo, here we replace the exponent 2 by 2p with any p ~ 1 and obtain the rate of convergence as in (5.1).
Throughout this section C and C with subscripts will denote various generic constants independent of s ~ [0, T ], n ~ ~ and p ~ [1, oo). The notation used here is taken from the previous section.
The following estimates will be frequently used. 
Proof. 
sup [ft.(t)-~(t)l zp : fi~( max sup I&,(t)-~(t)lzv~ E
s<_t<_ T \j<_M(n) Si<_t<_sj+l / < M(n) max I1: sup [~,(t)-ff(t)l/p <_ Cn -'+1. j<~M(n) sj<t ~S/+l
+(tl-s)P-lC~_ I~n(r~_)-~(r)12Pdr+Cf_ sup ]R,(t)[ 2p.
s<_tNT
From the Gronwall Lemma and Lemma 5.2(e) it follows that sup ]~(t)-¢(t)l 2p < eCr( .CTp-I
Thus the theorem is proved as soon as we show that
To this end it is convenient to rewrite the first component of R.(t) in a suitable form.
From the It6 formula we have db(¢n(r)) = f (¢~(r))d~(r) + g(~.(r))(~(r)dr + h(~n(r))dr,
( 5.3) where (using the notation recalled after the formula (4.12))f=b'.a:~a~
.~ (~d,.~(~k,o~d) ), g=b '.b:Rd--+.~(R,.~q~(Rk,[~d) ) and h=½tr (b".a2 
In what follows we shall use somehow uncommon notation that we feel should be now explained. For a Hilbert space H and a normed vector space X (for simplicity both assumed to be finite dimensional) and two linear operators A E ~(H, ~¢(H, X)) and B ~ ~¢(H, H) we consider their product A Q B defined as follows
where (. ,,) denotes the scalar product in H and {ei} is some (or, equivalently, any) orthonormal basis in H. In particular, A Q B is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis {el} and the mapping O is bilinear and continuous from Za(H, ~(H, X))x ~(H, H) into X. We also recall the following notation. For given vectors a, b e H, a ® b denotes a linear operator in H defined by
(Note that if {ei}i is any orthonormal system in H then ((a®b) 
ei,ei)= (a, ei) (b, ej).) ® is a continuous bilinear mapping from H x H into ~(H,H). We
note that for A ~ ~¢(H, ~¢(H, X)) the following equality holds:
With this notation and with H = R k, X = R d we have then the following relation between g(x) defined above and the vector field c(x) defined in condition (A3) in Section 2:
where I is the identity operator in ~k.
From the formula (5.3) and the integration by parts formula we have (r, dr= ~of: +~^ b(~.(r,,~,r, dr = ~. (b(~.(r) )
= If(t) + I~(t) + I~(t) + I~.(t),
where
From the definition of R,(t) we see that (5.2) follows from the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4. (a) E sups <,< r[I~(t) --~'sb(¢,(r"-))dk(s)[ 2p <_ C/n p-1, for n e N*, (b) ff: sups<z<r[I~(t)[ 2p < C/riP, for neN*,
I~(t) = ~, b(~,(sT))(v~(sT+ l /x t) -~(s~))
i=0
+ b(~,(t"_))(~.(t) -~(t)) -b(~,(S"o)(v~.(S"o) -k(S"o)) = fl b(~,(r"_))d~(r) + b(¢.(t"_))
we see that ( 
I~(t) = fl h(~,(r))(v~,(r"+ /x t) -~,(r))dr
we have
(We have used Lemma 5.2(a) in the last inequality). Thus from Lemma 5.2(b) we get
which completes the proof of (b).
(c) We consider now I~(t). First we write it in the form
I~(t) = fl (f (~.(r))dff:(r))(~.(r"+ ) -~.(r))
+ (f(~.(r))d~(r))(~(t) -~(r~)) =:I~l(t) + I~2(t).
Using the Burkholder inequality and Lemma 5.2(b) we get
On the other hand (since r+ = t+ for r e(t"_, t))
f(~.(r)d~(r)
t"_ and hence, from Lemma 5.2(b), Burkholder inequality and inequality (2.1) we have
Since also
we obtain (c 
If(t) --fl c({.(r))dr = J~(t) + J~(t) + J~(t) + d~(t),
where f' f' J~(t) = (g(~.(r))~.(r))(~.(t) --~.(r))dr - c(~.(r))dr, t" t"_ J'~(t) = ~ g({n(r"_ .(r))(~.(s~+~)-~.(r))-c({.(r"_ dr,
J~(t) = ~ j~ (c(~.(r"_)) --c(~.(r)))ejdr. i=0
Step 1: We shall prove
The desired convergence of the second term of J~(t) is clear, i.e. we have C E sup [J~2(t)[ 2p ~ ~. s<_t<_T As to the first one which we denote by J~l(t) we have by Lemma 5.2 and boundedness of 9 the following inequality:
by Lemmas 5.2(b) and (c).
Step 2: We shall prove
We write J~(t) in the form
where Therefore, one can easily check that {/h+ 1} is an {~7}-martingale (with values in Aa(~ k, Rk)). Hence by applying Burkholder inequality, we infer that I: sup IJ~l(t)l 2p = 1: max I#~l 2p < CF_II~Mt~)I 2p
J~l(t) = ~ (g(~(s~))~(r))(v~(s~+l) --~(r)) --c(~n(s~)) dr,
The last inequality follows from Jensen and Schwarz inequalities and parts (b) and (c) of Lemma 5.2 as by the latter C n: I <p~ 12~ < --
Step 3: We shall prove ([9(~,(r) 
Step 4: We shall prove that C sup I J~.(t)12 < ~. 
Further results for stochastic PDE of hyperbolic (degenerate parabolic) type
Following Kunita (1984) and Flandoli and Schauml6ffel (1991) As the previous one this (restrictive) assumption, we believe, is reasonable.
Thus, let {s(t, x) and {~(t, x) be the unique solution to the problems
In (6.5) as well as in (6.1) o denotes the Stratonovitch differential. The first part of the next result is proved in Flandoli and Schauml6ffel (1991) while the second is standard. But first we recall a definition, see also Kunita (1990) . In Flandoli and Schaumlrffel (1991) it is shown that the assumption u0 e cg3 +6(b ) can be weakened in such a way that the case u0 eX, with X being either cg~(b), 0t e(0, 1] or LP(D), p ~ [-1, oo) , can be treated. In fact, it is shown, that the formula (6.8) can serve as a definition of a weak solution to the problem (6.1). So, ifuo e X and u (t, x) denotes the weak solution to (6.1) then the following holds:
for some constant C > 0. The main result of this section is the following. (1)) (in (6.10)) being replaced by L"(I)), p e (1, oo).
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.5, we may assume that ¢~,(t, x) satisfies the conditions (ii) and (iii) there. We define ~// (resp. #/") by formula (6.8) (resp. (6.9)). It is shown in Flandoli and Schauml~ffel (1991) Since Uo is uniformly continuous on/~, y is continuous at 0 with 7(0):= 0. Obviously, is an increasing function. Therefore
lu"(t,x) -u(t,x)l = luo(~r, -'(T,x)) -Uo(¢r-'(T,x)l < 7(r,), where r,:= sup{[ ~r-t(s,x) -~T-t(s,X)[: T --t < s < T, x 6D}.
By Theorem 2.6(iii), r, ~ 0, as n ~ oo a.s. and therefore sup [u"(t,.)-u(t,.)l~)~0 as n~oo a.s..
O~t~T
Now we consider the case of LP(D). By using a standard density argument we see that Indeed, l u"(t)lL~tm < C, l Uo IL~<O), where sup, C, < oo if (6.11) holds true. Since D is bounded, the first condition above follows from what we have just proved. Concerning the second one, let us first recall a result from Flandoli and SchaumliSffel (1991) . It says that sup Ijac(~r-'(T, x))-11 < oo a.s..
We shall prove (6.11) under the assumption (6.4). We fix T > 0 and observe that with j~(t, x):= det d~ (¢~,(t, x) ) = jac (~,(t, x)) by Kunita (1990) (-fi(divb°) (¢~(z,x) )dz ). even without imposing the additional assumption (6.4). This, however, would require to prove a counterpart of Theorem 2.4 for the spatial derivatives of ~,(t,x). Let us observe that the last exist and this follows from classical considerations applied to ~(t, x) pathwise with respect to Wl e £21. This fact has already been used at the end of the proof of Theorem (6.3).
Remark 6.5. Consider ~(t,x) for x et3D. In view of condition (6.3), (~(t,x) et~D, Vt >_ s a.s. But by Theorem 2.4
~',(t, x) -* is(t, x) Vt 2 s a.s.
Since 0D is closed we get [~s(t, x) e ~?D for all x e OD, t > s a.s., i.e. Proposition 3.1 in Flandoli and Schauml6ffel (1991) . Again it explains why the Stratonovitch framework for equation (6.1) is more appropriate than the It6 one.
